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d-Wave Pairing in the Presence of Long-Range Coulomb Interactions
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The one-band extended Hubbard model in two dimensions near band-filling1
2

is solved in the
fluctuation exchange approximation, including the long-range (1yr) part of the Coulomb interaction,
up to 4th-neighbor distance. Our results suggest thatdx22y2 pairing in the Hubbard model is robust
against the inclusion of long-range Coulomb interactions with moderate 1st-neighbor repulsion strength
V1. dx22y2 pairing is suppressed only at largeV1 (*0.25U 0.4U), due to incipient charge density wave
instabilities. [S0031-9007(99)08467-7]

PACS numbers: 71.10.Fd, 71.10.Li, 74.20.Mn, 74.72.–h
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Several cuprate superconductors appear to exhibit a p
ing state ofdx22y2 symmetry [1]. Such a non-s-wave
state was also found early on in microscopic pairing the
ries, based on antiferromagnetic (AF) spin correlations
the two-dimensional (2D) Hubbard model [2]. While in
corporating the local on-siteU Coulomb repulsion, the
Hubbard-baseddx22y2 pairing theories have so far largely
ignored the effects of the spatially more extended Coulom
matrix elements. Although unaffected by the on-siteU,
non-s-wave pairing states can, in principle, be severe
suppressed by the longer-range Coulomb repulsion, d
to the spatially extended nature of their Cooper pair wa
functions. For any pairing theory it is therefore of centr
importance to establish whether non-s-wave pairing sur-
vives the extended repulsion.

Here, we address this question in a self-consistent d
grammatic framework, the fluctuation exchange (FLEX
approximation [3], applied to anextendedHubbard model.
We show thatdx22y2 pairing is (i) robust against extended
Coulomb terms of realistic strength and (ii) suppress
only if the extended repulsion becomes so strong tha
induces charge density wave (CDW), rather than AF sp
density wave (SDW), instabilities in the12 -filled Hubbard
system. This CDW scenario is apparently not realized
the undoped cuprates [2].

We start from the 2D extended Hubbard Hamiltonian
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where c
y
is creates a hole with spins at site Ri on an

N  L 3 L square lattice with periodic boundary condi
tions, andnis  c

y
iscis. In tij, we include only a 1st-

neighbor hybridizationt and the chemical potentialm.
The Coulomb matrix elementVij ; V sRi 2 Rjd com-
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prises the Hubbard on-site repulsionU ; V s0d and an
extended1yr part, V sDRd  V1yjDRj for 0 , jDRj #

rn, up to thenth-neighbor distancern. HereV1 denotes
the strength of the 1st-neighbor repulsion andDR is in
units of the lattice constanta with a ; 1 in the follow-
ing. For the cuprates, we assumet , 0.3 0.5 eV and
Uyt , 8 12 [4,5]. Absorbing dielectric screening effect
from the insulating non-Hubbard electron background in
an effectiveV1, one estimatesV1yt & 2 3 [6]. Additional
screening from phonons reduces this toV1yt & 0.3 0.5
[6] but should really be treated explicitly in a more realis
tic electron-phonon model, because of the low (i.e., pote
tially relevant) phonon energy scale.

In Fig. 1(a), we show typical (3rd order) FLEX con
tributions to the single-particle self-energyS, written in
terms of the bare particle-hole verticesVd for density
andVm for magnetic fluctuation exchange. In Figs. 1(b
and 1(c), we show the bare vertexVs and, respectively,
the 1st and typical higher (3rd) order contributions to th
renormalized vertexGs for the singlet particle-particle in-
teraction. We do not include particle-particle fluctuatio
exchange inS. Hence, within our FLEX approximation [3],
no Aslamazov-Larkin-type diagrams [3,7] contribute toGs
at or aboveTc (see also previous applications in Ref. [8]

The finite cutoff, V sDRd ; 0 for jDRj . rn, makes
a numerical solution of the FLEX equations [3] feasibl
The key algorithmic ingredients are (i) introduction of
mixed real-space and momentum-space basis set [9,10
two-body propagators and (ii) application of a numeric
renormalization group to calculate Matsubara frequen
sums [8]. The vertices (Vd, Vm, Vs) areM 3 M matrices,
where M is the number ofDR with V sDRd fi 0. For
example, in the 1st-neighbor (n  1) Coulomb model,
M  5 and their nonzero matrix elements atQ ; sQ, Vd
[see Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)] are
VdsQ; DR; DR0d 

Ω
U 1 4V1scosQx 1 cosQyd, DR  DR0  0 ,
2V1, DR  DR0  6x̂, 6ŷ , (2)

VmsQ; DR; DR0d 

Ω
2U, DR  DR0  0 ,
2V1, DR  DR0  6x̂, 6ŷ , (3)
© 1999 The American Physical Society 1217
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VssQ; DR; DR0d 

Ω
U, DR  DR0  0 ,
V1y2, DR  6DR0  6x̂, 6ŷ . (4)
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The superconducting transition occurs whenls  1,
wherels is the largest eigenvalue of the integral kerne
for the particle-particle ladder series withGs as the
interaction vertex [3] at total pair momentum-energ
Qs  0. The Tc results reported here are for16 3 16
lattices and agree with32 3 32 lattice results to within
5% at selected parameter values we have checked.

In Fig. 2 we plot the superconducting transition tem
peratureTc as a function ofV1 for different hole concen-
trations and differentU in the 1st-neighbor (n  1) and
2nd-neighbor (n  2) Coulomb repulsion models. As in
previous FLEX calculations for Hubbard-like models, th
symmetry of the dominant pairing instability isdx22y2

[2,8,9,11]. The striking feature in Fig. 2 is the remarkabl
insensitivity ofTc to V1 over a wide parameter range. An
eventual abrupt downturn inTc occurs only whenV1 ap-
proaches the crossoverV md

1 from SDW to CDW fluctua-
tion behavior, discussed below.

To understand this behavior, we analyze the decomp
sition of Gs in Fig. 1(c) for the case of the 1st-neighbo
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FIG. 1. Diagrams included in the FLEX approximation
(a) Representative higher (3rd) order contribution to th
fluctuation self-energySskd. (b) Bare singlet pairing ver-
tex, VssQs; DR; DR0d, with total pair momentum-energy
Qs ; sQs, Vsd. (c) 1st and typical higher (3rd) order contribu-
tions to the full singlet pairing vertex,GssQs; DR, v; DR0, v0d.
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(n  1) model. We considerGss0; DR, ipT ; DR, ipT d
as a measure of the effective interaction between ho
separated byDR in the Qs  0 singlet pairing chan-
nel at temperatureT . Note thatV1 affects Tc via the
1st order (Hartree-Fock) contribution toS (not shown in
Fig. 1), via the 1st order contributionVs [Fig. 1(c)] to Gs,
and via the charge and spin fluctuation contributions, t
is, via theVd- and Vm-ladder series which enter intoS
[Fig. 1(a)] andGs [Fig. 1(c)].

The primary reason for the robustness of thed-wave
pairing against moderate 1st-neighbor repulsions,V1 &

V md
1 , is simply the raw strength of the effective electro

electron interaction generated by the spin fluctuatio
primarily with momentum transferQ [see Fig. 1(a)]
nearQ  sp, pd. For example, at 1st-neighbor distanc
U  8t and hole densityknl ; k

P
s njsl  1.16; this

attractive contribution toGs is of order32t. This clearly
dominates over extended Coulomb effects at moderateV1.

At U  8t, the primary effect of a moderateV1 on Gs
is a slight enhancement of the 1st-neighbor attraction,
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FIG. 2. dx22y2 transition temperatureTc vs 1st-neighbor
Coulomb repulsion,V1, at (a)U  8t and (b)U  4t for hole
densitiesknl  1.12 (circles), 1.16 (squares), 1.20 (diamonds
and 1.24 (triangles). Open symbols are for the 1st-neigh
(n  1), closed symbols for the 2nd-neighbor (n  2)
Coulomb model. Vertical dashed (dot-dashed) lines mark
crossoverV md

1 from SDW to CDW fluctuation behavior in the
1st-neighbor (2nd-neighbor) model, as described in text.
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net amounts&0.2t. This additionalV1-induced attraction
is caused byQ , 0 charge and byQ , sp , pd spin
fluctuation contributions toGs, which overscreen the
direct 1st order repulsiveGs contribution,Vs, in Fig. 1(c).
The reason for the slight suppression ofTc by a moderate
V1 at U  8t is thereforenot the V1 effect on Gs, but
rather its effect onS. By increasingS, V1 suppresses
the single-particle spectral weight near the Fermi ener
which, in turn, tends to reduceTc. This S effect
outweighs theGs effect ofV1.

As indicated by theU  4t results in Fig. 2(b), a large
U value is important for stabilizing thedx22y2 pairing
against extended Coulomb effects. To understand th
note first that the spin fluctuation contributions toGs
and S are stronglyU dependent. For example, atU 
4t, V1  0 and knl  1.16, the 1st-neighbor attraction
induced by the spin fluctuations inGs is reduced to3.47t,
compared to, 32t in the U  8t case. Despite this
order of magnitude decrease,Tc for U  4t is slightly
higher, due to the accompanying reduction of the se
energy effects discussed above. However, for thisU 
4t parameter set,Tc is also suppressed much more rapidl
by turning onV1. This is due to the fact that the spin
fluctuation contribution to the 1st-neighbor attraction i
Gs is now suppressed, rather than enhanced, byV1. As
a consequence, the net effect ofV1 on Gs is to suppress
the 1st-neighbor attraction, for example, by about0.6t for
V1  0.5V md

1 . Because of the reduced overall strengt
of Gs, this is a relatively much larger effect than in the
U  8t case and therefore has a much larger effect onTc.

The SDW-CDW crossoverV md
1 in Fig. 2 is opera-

tionally defined as thatV1 value where the maximal
“density” eigenvalueld becomes equal to the maxima
“magnetic” eigenvaluelm. Here,ld andlm denote, re-
spectively, the largest eigenvalues of the integral kerne
for the Vd- and Vm-based particle-hole ladder series en
tering intoS andGs, shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(c). This
criterion forV md

1 may give only rough estimates of the ac
tual physical crossover since, instead of the full interactio
verticesGd andGm [3], it is obtained from the bare inter-
action verticesVd andVm. The estimates are reasonabl
vis-à-vist ! 0 limit results discussed below.

As V1 approachesV md
1 , CDW fluctuations rapidly take

over and due to their nearly singular nature preclud
convergence of our self-energy iteration forT & 0.1t
and V1 . V md

1 . In the 1st-neighbor (n  1) Coulomb
model, the CDW fluctuations exhibit maximumld near
Q  sp, pd. They produce a repulsive 1st-neighbor con
tribution to Gs, and, via S, they weaken the strength of
the attractiveQ , sp , pd spin fluctuation contribution to
Gs when V1 ! V md

1 . The Q , sp, pd charge fluctua-
tions also generate an on-site attraction which is too wea
however, to overcome the on-site repulsion due toU and
Q , sp, pd spin fluctuations. No pairing instabilities are
found down toT , 0.1t for V1 . V md

1 ; the dominant at-
tractive symmetries are odd-v s wave in the triplet and
gy

is,
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even-v s wave in the singlet channel with respective pa
ing eigenvalueslt , 0.35 0.45 and ls , 0.25 0.4 in
the 10%–20% doping range.dx22y2 pairing is suppressed
The singlets-wave attraction suggests that CDW fluctu
tions may enhance conventional phonon-mediated pair
In the 2nd-neighbor (n  2) Coulomb model, the SDW-
CDW crossover is similar, but driven by CDW fluctua
tions with maximumld nearQ  s0, pd andsp, 0d.

The physical origin of the SDW-CDW crossover ca
be understood by considering the exactly solvable io
limit, t ! 0, at 1

2 filling [5]. Large U favors a ground state
with single occupancy at each site and AF SDW order
jtj  01. LargeV1, in the 1st-neighbor Coulomb mode
favors a CDW ground state with modulation wave vect
Qp  sp, pd and alternating double and zero occupan
in the respective two sublattices. The transition betwe
these two states occurs whenV1 reaches [5]V

mdjt0
1 

1
4 U which coincides with the exact crossoverV md

1 
1
4 U

shown in Fig. 2. In the 2nd-neighbor Coulomb mode
the competing CDW state hasQp  s0, pd or sp, 0d, with
alternating doubly and zero occupied rows or columns, a
the transition occurs atV

mdjt0
1 

p
2 Uy4 > 0.354U.

This is roughly consistent with the approximatelyT - and
knl-independent crossoverV md

1 . 0.406U from Fig. 2(a).
This analysis suggests that the crossover is driven
incipient CDW instabilities in the1

2 -filled Mott-Hubbard
insulator. We emphasize that such CDW instabilities a
their effects on pairingcannotbe treated in strong-coupling
versions of the Hubbard model, such as thet-J model [12].
CDW fluctuations in the1

2 -filled system are precluded
from the outset by the no-double-occupancy Hilbert spa
constraints imposed in such models.

By exploiting the retarded nature of the pairing p
tential, the pair wave function can evade the destru
tive effects of the instantaneous Coulomb repulsion [1
provided the characteristic frequencyVB of the pairing-
mediating boson is much lower than characteristic el
tronic energy scales such as the Fermi energyeF . This
Coulomb “pseudopotential” effect [13] is crucial fo
conventional phonon-mediated superconductors, wh
VByeF , 1022 1023. However, in the present problem
VByeF , 1021 is not very small, since the spin fluctua
tion frequenciesVB extend up to a sizable fraction of th
electronic bandwidth [8,14,15]. By a variational analys
based on restricted trial pair wave functions, we can
deed show that the pseudopotential effect raisesls andTc

by no more than a few percent; i.e., it is largely inoper
tive in spin fluctuation mediated pairing.

Next, we consider longer-range1yr Coulomb terms.
As shown in Fig. 2(a), the inclusion of 2nd-neighbo
(n  2) Coulomb terms suppressesTc more strongly at
low V1 than in the 1st-neighbor model. However, th
d-wave pairing also survives to largerV1, sinceV md

1 is
increased in the 2nd-neighbor model. ComparableV md

1
are found in longer-range models withn . 2.
1219
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FIG. 3. dx22y2 Tc vs cutoff radiusrn of the extended Coulomb
interaction. Here,rn  0, 1,

p
2, 2, and

p
5, for n  0, 1,

2, 3, and 4th-neighbor cutoff, respectively. Open symbo
are for Uyt  8, V1yt  1; closed symbols are forUyt  4,
V1yt  0.5, with knl  1.12 (circles), 1.16 (squares), 1.20
(diamonds), and 1.24 (triangles).

As shown in Fig. 3, the dependence ofTc on the cutoff
radiusrn at fixedV1 rapidly saturates forn $ 2. This can
be understood by noting that the long-range (n $ 3) tail
of the extended Coulomb potential is strongly suppress
by the metallic screening, while thed-wave pairing wave
function is mostly concentrated at 1st-neighbor distanc
Hence the effect of the additional (n . 2) direct repulsion
terms on the pairing is rapidly reduced with increasingrn.
We are thus confident that our conclusions based on fin
range (n # 4) models are not fundamentally altered in th
infinite-range1yr model.

For comparison, we have also explored the effects
an added extended Coulomb repulsion on thed-waveTc
in recently proposed phenomenological spin fluctuatio
exchange models [15,16]. Thed-wave pairing is much
more rapidly suppressed withV1 in such models, primarily
due to the lack of screening, i.e., due to the fact that the s
fluctuation mediated pairing potential, as extracted fro
fits to experimental data, is “rigid” and does not becom
modified by the extended Coulomb repulsion.

In summary, we find that, at the level of the FLEX
approximation to the one-band Hubbard model, sp
fluctuation mediateddx22y2 pairing is robust against
extended1yr electron-electron Coulomb repulsions o
realistic strengths. The extended part of the Coulom
interaction does not cause a significant change in t
spin fluctuation spectrum nor in the pairing vertex o
the Hubbard model for moderate strengthsV1. The
robustness of the model against the inclusion of extend
Coulomb terms increases with increasing on-site repuls
U. With increasing real-space cutoff radiusrn, the
extended Coulomb effects are almost entirely satura
after the inclusion of the 2nd-neighbor repulsion term
A strong suppression ofdx22y2 pairing is found only when
1220
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the extended Coulomb repulsion strengthV1 becomes so
large that it induces CDW instabilities in the12 -filled
Mott-Hubbard insulator. The ubiquity of AF SDW order
in undoped insulating cuprates appears to rule out t
latter scenario.
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